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1. 4G / LTE, IP, analog wireless transmitters
2. CCTV battery suitcases for Special Services
3. Rapid deployment towers with 4G/LTE and batteries
4. Rapid deployment cameras for construction sites
5. Rapid deployment systems for city video monitoring
6. Solar power systems for CCTV cameras

Polish manufacturer of innovative solutions for CCTV
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iCAM-Solar365



iCAM-Tower rapid deployment video surveillance towers
Intended for construction companies, solar farms and city guards.
Complete video monitoring point can be deployed and activated in 20
minutes. You don't need power or wiring. You will implement wireless
monitoring within a radius of 200m from the tower. iCAM-Tower is
equipped with everything you need to operate: batteries, solar panels,
30 days video recording, live transmission, alarm ...
[Price list no. 3 Observation towers - TOWER]

We are constantly expanding our
offer to present the most functional

CCTV solutions.
They are all inspired by the needs of

customers.
 

NEWS 2021

CAMSAT 2021 price list

4G/LTE transmitter for IP cameras 
with two PoE ports
GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE ensures wireless and direct live connection of
multiple IP cameras with NVR recorder via 4G / LTE internet
network. [Price list no. 1. Transmitters for CCTV cameras]

Construction and no helmet!!!
ALARM + PHOTO + RECORD + SMS
iConstrutionCAM BHP/OHS – rapid deployment camera for remote
surveillance of construction sites with automatic detection of the
lack of a protective helmet. [Price list no. 4 Construction cameras]

Battery suitcase with 4G / LTE micro camera and four PoE
ports. Professional video surveillance in a compact version
CaseCAM-PRO designed for Municipal Guards and Forest Guards.
Hidden or buried in the ground, it is effective in combating illegal
landfills and crime.
[Price list no. 2. LTE CaseCAM-PRO suitcases]

All-year-round solar power for CCTV
iCAM-Solar365 is designed for fixed and mobile CCTV video-
monitoring points without access to power.
[Price list no. 6. Solar power for CCTV]

ALWAYS
PROFESSIONAL  



C Accessories

iCAM Cameras

No. Index Model Photo Description and advantages Technical parameters and content Discount Retail price

5.01
1070c

1070d

iCAM-MobileHD II 

BACK MKII

(version 2021)

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, 

Axis, Bosch, ...)

POWERED AND RECHARGED AT NIGHT FROM A STREET LAMP 

100–230V AC

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system powered at night 

from a street lapm, with internal video recording for 30 days – 

version BACK without the IP camera. 

Key features:

* 4G / LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Battery – YES 26Ah (12-16h with camera up to 20W)

* Video recording for 30 days

* Internet recording on recorder / VMS in the monitoring center

* Automatic battery charging with 230V – YES

* Very fast charging of the batteries in up to 6 hours

* Input for solar power

* Mobility and quick slide assembly – YES

* Camera – NO (mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP 

camera of such brands as: Dahua, Hikvision, Bosch, Axis...)

Technical parameters:  Wi-Fi transmission 2.4GHz, 4G/LTE, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE operator, LAN 

port with PoE+ x2, video recording with low compression with high image quality (1TB memory / recording for 30 days), power 

supply: 100–230V AC, 12V, 24V DC, light Li-Ion 26Ah battery with automatic charging e.g. from a street lamps, built-in battery 

charger - YES, rechargeable battery at -20°C, mechanical adapter for mounting any PTZ IP camera, quick mounting slide-in system, 

transparent for connection between the camera and VMS, outdoor IP66, hermetic port for quick connection of additional iCAM-

Battery230 batteries, input for solar power supply.

Transmission security: OpenVPN, ZeroTier VPN, IPsec: IKEv1, IKEv2; GRE-Tunel, X.509, WPA2-Enterprise, SYN-FIN, SYN-RST, X-

mas, NULL flags, FIN.  

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* More capacious battery, input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition 

and voltage, charging, tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi, no 5GHz radio link. 

Camera parameters: camera not included. Version for CCTV distributors – use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

Working time on the battery itself: depends on the camera – up to 12—16h

Recharging time: <6h

The set includes: iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII, 1TB memory, antennas, GE-Mobile II quick mounting socket x1, mounting 

accessories x1

Recommended accessories: Additional battery power supply iCAM-Battery230, solar power, mounting adapter for cameras: Bosch, 

Axis, Avigillion, Novus, UNV, IDIS, Flir, GANZ and others; mounting adapter for bullet cameras; SIM LTE card, RC remote control; 

GPS; iCAM-BOX transport box.

If the IP camera is delivered to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully operational and ready to work.

iCAM          4 600 € 

5.02 1071b

iCAM-MobileHD II

X25 MKII 

(version 2021)

TOP – Very popular 

product

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system powered at night 

by a street lamp.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII

* Camera – YES (PTZ with zoom x25, IR 100m)

Common parameters: identical to iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII (1070).

PTZ camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x25 

(200m), night lightning IR 100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, defog, 

Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1613m, observation: 646m, recognition: 323m, identification: 161m

The set includes: iCAM-MobileHD II BACK, PTZ camera x1, 1TB storage, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          5 267 € 

Ready to use video monitoring sets – main unit with cameras

RAPID DEPLOYMENT CAMERAS POWERED AND RECHARGED AT NIGHT FROM THE 100–230V AC STREET LAMP

PARAMETERS COMMON TO THE ENTIRE SERIES OF iCAM-MobileHD II CAMERAS

Technical parameters: Wi-Fi transmission 2.4GHz, 4G/LTE, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE operator, LAN port with PoE+ x2, video recording with low compression with high image 

quality (1TB memory / recording for 30 days), power supply: 100–230V AC, 12V, 24V DC, light Li-Ion 26Ah battery with automatic charging e.g. from a street lamps, built-in battery charger - YES, 

rechargeable battery at -20°C, mechanical adapter for mounting any PTZ IP camera, quick mounting slide-in system, transparent for connection between the camera and VMS, outdoor IP66, hermetic port for 

quick connection of additional iCAM-Battery230 batteries, input for solar power supply.

Transmission security: OpenVPN, ZeroTier VPN, IPsec: IKEv1, IKEv2; GRE-Tunel, X.509, WPA2-Enterprise, SYN-FIN, SYN-RST, X-mas, NULL flags, FIN.

Working time on the battery itself: up to 12h, or up to 24h with additional iCAM-Battery230 module.

Option: Additional iCAM-Battery230 battery, detection of shots and sudden changes in the audio level, face detection, human or vehicle detection, zoom at 300m or 500m, PIR sensor with automatic zoom of 

the camera to the area of movement.

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* More capacious battery, input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi, no 5GHz 

radio link. 

Models

5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

iCAM-MobileHD II 
 4G / LTE mobile cameras recharged at night from the STREET LAMPS, 

with 26Ah lithium battery and video recording for 30 days.

Suitable for 100—230V power supply from traffic lights.

Without the camera – main unit for connecting any IP camera



C Accessories

iCAM Cameras

No. Index Model Photo Description and advantages Technical parameters and content Discount Retail price

5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

5.03 1072

iCAM-MobileHD II

SPECIAL ANPR

2021 NEWS

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system powered at night 

by a street lamp, with license plate detection.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII

* Camera – YES (recording of 10,000 license plates, notifications about 

the searched number via SMS, email, application, fixed camera with 

zoom, IR 40m)

Common parameters: identical to iCAM-MobileHD II BACK MKII (1070).

Camera parameters: ANPR – detection and recording of license plates, black- and whitelist of license plates, instant SMS / e-mail / 

application notifications.

License plate capture indicator > 98%, accuracy of recognizing the direction of vehicle movement > 96%, detection of missing license 

plate, black- and whitelist of up to 10,000 vehicles stored in the camera, reading motorcycle license plates. Very fast WDR 140db, 

sens. 1/1.8" 2MPix, color: 0.003Lux, remotely controlled zoom 2.8~12 mm, adjustable viewing angle: horizontally 102°-39°, vertically 

50°-22°. IR 40m, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, object appearance / disappearance.

The set includes: iCAM-MobileHD II BACK, camera x1, 1TB storage, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, mounting 

accessories x1.

iCAM          5 880 € 

5.04 1090

iCAM-MiniHD II 

BACK

(2021 version)

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, 

Axis, Bosch, ...)

POWERED BY CONTINUOUS 100—230V AC

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system with 100—230V 

emergency power supply for 6h – without an IP camera.

Key features:

* 4G / LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Battery – YES (6h)

* Automatic battery charging with 100—230V AC – YES

* Recording on the SD in the camera and over the Internet on the 

recorder / VMS in the monitoring center

* Mobility and quick slide-in mounting – YES

* Camera – NO (mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP 

camera of such brands as: Dahua, Hikvision, Axis, Bosch...)

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE, Wi-Fi, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE operator, LAN port with PoE+ x2, 

video recording for 14 days, power supply: 100–230V AC, 12V, light Li-Ion 17Ah battery for 6h of continuous work, with automatic 

charging, built-in battery charger - YES, rechargeable battery at -20°C, mechanical adapter for mounting any PTZ IP camera, quick 

mounting slide-in system, transparent for connection between the camera and VMS, outdoor IP66, input for solar power supply, the 

set does not include the camera.

Transmission security: OpenVPN, ZeroTier VPN, IPsec: IKEv1, IKEv2; GRE-Tunel, X.509, WPA2-Enterprise, SYN-FIN, SYN-RST, X-

mas, NULL flags, FIN.

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* Input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, 

tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi, mora capacious 17Ah battery.

Camera parameters: camera not included. Use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, mounting accessories x1.

Recommended accessories: Additional battery power supply iCAM-Battery230, solar power, mounting adapter for cameras: Bosch, 

Axis, Avigillion, Novus, UNV, IDIS, Flir, GANZ and others; mounting adapter for bullet cameras; SIM LTE card, RC remote control; 

GPS; iCAM-BOX transport box.

If the IP camera is delivered to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully operational and ready to work.

iCAM          1 653 € 

5.05 1092

iCAM-MiniHD II

X25

(z kamerą PTZ)

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system emergency 

power supply for 6h of continuous work.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera – YES (PTZ with x25 zoom, IR 100m)

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

Camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x25 

(200m), night lightning IR 100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, defog, 

Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1613m, observation: 646m, recognition: 323m, identification: 161m

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, PTZ camera x1, SD128GB SD card x1, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          2 430 € 

 iCAM-MiniHD II

4G/LTE mobile cameras powered from 230V AC, with video recording for 14 days and with emergency power supply for up to 6 hours.

Designed to allow quickly create video-monitoring points with access to continuous power or powered by the iCAM-Battery

Ready to use video monitoring sets – main unit with cameras

POWERED BY CONTINUOUS 100—230V AC

PARAMETERS COMMON TO THE ENTIRE SERIES OF iCAM-MiniHD II CAMERAS

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE, Wi-Fi, SIM socket x2, automatically switched to a stronger LTE operator, LAN port with PoE+ x2, video recording for 14 days, power supply: 100–230V AC, 12V, light Li-Ion 

17Ah battery for 6h of continuous work, with automatic charging, built-in battery charger - YES, rechargeable battery at -20°C, mechanical adapter for mounting any PTZ IP camera, quick mounting slide-in 

system, transparent for connection between the camera and VMS, outdoor IP66, input for solar power supply, the set does not include the camera.

Transmission security: OpenVPN, ZeroTier VPN, IPsec: IKEv1, IKEv2; GRE-Tunel, X.509, WPA2-Enterprise, SYN-FIN, SYN-RST, X-mas, NULL flags, FIN.

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h, or up to 20h with additional iCAM-Battery230 module.

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* Input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi, mora capacious 17Ah battery.

Options: additional iCAM-Battery230, detection of the shot and rapid change of the audio level, face detection and recording, human or vehicle detection, zoom at 300m or 500m, PIR sensor with automatic 

approach of the camera to the area of movement.

Without the camera – main unit for connecting any IP camera

Models
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iCAM Cameras

No. Index Model Photo Description and advantages Technical parameters and content Discount Retail price

5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

5.06 1093b

iCAM-Mini II X25 

Duplex DOME-4M

(with one PTZ camera 

and two 4Mpix fixed-

position cameras)

Rapid deployment LTE PTZ camera for city video surveillance 

with emergency power supply for 6 hours and additional side 

cameras.

It allows observation of a large area and a detailed analysis of selected 

places.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera – YES (2x fixed-position 4 Mpix, IR 40m; 1x PTZ cameras 

2Mpix, zoom x25, IR 100m)

* POWERED FROM 100—230V AC / 12V DC

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

PTZ camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux (color), 0.001 Lux (B/W), optical zoom x25, night lightning 

IR 100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, ATW, AGC, BLC, HLC, EIS, WDR 120 dB, 3D DNR, ROI, defog, intelligent image analysis: 

virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Fixed-position cameras parameters: 2x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom 

x4, night lightning IR 40m, h.265+, lens: 2.8~12 mm moto zoom, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, 

virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearence / disappearence.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1613m, observation: 646m, recognition: 323m, identification: 161m

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, PTZ camera x1, Hikvision fixed-position camera x2, 128GB SD Card x3, antennas, GE-Mobile 

II – rapid deployment socket x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          3 327 € 

5.07 1094

iCAM-Mini II 

Triplex DOME-4M

(with three fixed-

position cameras)

Rapid deployment LTE camera 3x90° for city video monitoring 

with emergency power supply for 6h

Designed for continuous observation of a wide terrain 3x 90°

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera – YES (3x fixed-position 4Mpix, IR 40m)

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

Fixed-position cameras parameters: 2x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom 

x4, night lightning IR 40m, h.265+, lens: 2.8~12 mm moto zoom, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, 

virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 193m, observation: 77m, recognition: 39m, identification: 19m.

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, camera x3, 128GB SD Card x3, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          2 893 € 

5.08 1096

iCAM-Mini II

SPECIAL ANPR

2021 NEWS

LTE rapid deployment video monitoring system with license plate 

detection.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera - YES (recording of 10,000 license plates, notifications about 

the searched number via SMS, email, application, fixed camera with 

zoom, IR 40m)

Common parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

Camera parameters: ANPR – detection and recording of license plates, black- and whitelist of license plates, instant SMS / e-mail / 

application notifications.

License plate capture indicator > 98%, accuracy of recognizing the direction of vehicle movement > 96%, detection of missing license 

plate, black- and whitelist of up to 10,000 vehicles stored in the camera, reading motorcycle license plates. Very fast WDR 140db, 

sens. 1/1.8" 2MPix, color: 0.003Lux, remotely controlled zoom 2.8~12 mm, adjustable viewing angle: horizontally 102°-39°, vertically 

50°-22°. IR 40m, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, object appearance / disappearance.

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, camera x1, 128GB SD Card x1, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          3 327 € 

5.09 1097

iCAM-Mini II 4K

2021 NEWS

(with 4K / 8Mpix 

camera)

Rapid deployment LTE camera with very high resolution 4k with 

emergency power supply for 6h

Designed for continuous observation of 100° terrain in high 4K resolution 

(8Mpix – 3840x2160px).

Key features:

* as in iCAM-MiniHD II BACK

* Camera – YES (fixed-position 4Mpix, IR 50m)

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD II BACK (1090).

Camera parameters: 8Mpix 3840x2160px, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom x4, night lightning 

IR 50m, h.265+, lens: 2.8~12mm moto zoom, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, defog, intelligent image 

analysis: virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearance / disappearance.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 228m, observation: 91m, recognition: 46m, identification: 23m.

Working time on the battery itself: up to 6h

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD II BACK, camera x1, 128GB SD Card x1, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, 

mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          2 560 € 
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5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

5.10 1123

iCAM-MiniHD I 

BACK

(2021 version)

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, 

Axis, Bosch, ...)

POWERED FROM 48V POWER SUPPLY

Compact rapid deployment LTE video monitoring system – without 

an IP camera.

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Battery – NO

* Recording on the SD in the camera and over the Internet on the 

recorder / VMS in the monitoring center

* Mobility and quick slide-in mounting – YES

* Camera – NO (mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP 

camera of such brands as: Dahua, Hikvision, Axis, Bosch...)

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, SIM socket x2, LAN port with PoE+ x1, powered from PoE48V, mechanical adapter for 

mounting Hikvision or Dahua PTZ cameras, quick mounting slide-in system, IP66, the set does not include the camera.

New technical parameters for version 2021: 

* Input for solar power supply, OSD: display information on video image about alarm event, battery condition and voltage, charging, 

tamper, LTE connection quality; Wi-Fi.

Camera parameters: camera not included. Use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD I BACK, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, PoE48V power supply, mounting 

accessories.

Options: iCAM-Battery230, input for solar power supply, detection of the shot and rapid change of the audio level, face detection and 

recording, human or vehicle detection, zoom at 300m or 500m, PIR sensor with automatic approach of the camera to the area of 

movement.

If the IP camera is delivered to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully operational and ready to work.

iCAM          1 093 € 

5.11 1124

iCAM-MiniHD I X4 

(2021 version)

(with PTZ camera)

POWERED FROM 48V POWER SUPPLY

Compact rapid deployment PTZ camera with LTE

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Wi-Fi

* Battery – NO

* Local recording for 14 days

* Recording on the SD in the camera and over the Internet on the 

recorder / VMS in the monitoring center

* Mobility and quick slide-in mounting – YES

* Camera – YES

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-MiniHD I BACK (1123).

Camera parameters: 4Mpix, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.05 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.01 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x4 (50m), night 

lightning IR – NO, h.264, lens: 2.8~12 mm motozoom, AWB, ATW, AGC, BLC, HLC, 3D DNR, DWDR. 

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 110m, observation: 45m, recognition: 22m, identification: 10m.

The set includes: iCAM-MiniHD I BACK, antennas, PTZ camera x1, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, PoE48V power supply, 

mounting accessories.

Options: iCAM-Battery230, input for solar power supply, detection of the shot and rapid change of the audio level, face detection and 

recording, human or vehicle detection, zoom at 300m or 500m, PIR sensor with automatic approach of the camera to the area of 

movement.

iCAM          1 660 € 

5.12 1080

iCAM-PowerHD 

BACK

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, ...)

POWERED FROM BUILT-IN BATTERY OR 12V DC

Rapid deployment LTE video monitoring system with its own 

built-in high-capacity battery - without an IP camera

Designed for creating a video monitoring point quickly, in any place 

without power source. For operational use for special services, the army 

and wherever there is no access to power.

Key features:

* 4G / LTE – YES (2xSIM)

* Battery – YES (6h)

* Automatic battery charging with 100—230V AC – NO

* Mobility and quick slide-in mounting – YES

* Compatibility with cameras and network recorders of Hikvision and 

Dahua – YES

* Camera – NO (mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP 

camera of such brands as: Dahua, Hikvision...)

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, SIM slot x2, LAN port with PoE+ x2, power supply: battery, 12V, 24V DC; light, 

removable Li-Ion 68Ah battery; CAM-OFF and StandBy controlled by SMS, disassembly detection with SMS notification, mechanical 

adapter for mounting any IP PTZ Hikvision and Dahua camera, quick slide-in mounting, transparent for connection between the 

camera and VMS, built-in battery charger - NO, outdoor IP66.

Camera parameters: camera not included. Use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

Working time on the battery depends on the power consumption of the IP camera [camera power consumption]:

* <4W: up to 105h or up to 200h with additional iCAM-Battery

* <8W: up to 72h or up to 144h with iCAM-Battery

* <12W: up to 57h or up to 100h with iCAM-Battery

* <18W: up to 42h or up to 80h with iCAM-Battery

The set includes: iCAM-PowerHD BACK, antennas, LI-Ion charger x1, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment socket x1, mounting 

accessories x1.

Recommended accessories: Additional battery power supply iCAM-Battery230, solar power, mounting adapter for cameras: Bosch, 

Axis, Avigillion, Novus, UNV, IDIS, Flir, GANZ and others; mounting adapter for bullet cameras; SIM LTE card, RC remote control; 

GPS; iCAM-BOX transport box.

If the IP camera is delivered to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully operational and ready to work.

iCAM          4 933 € 

Without the camera – main unit for connecting any IP camera

 iCAM-MiniHD I
The smallest rapid deployment camera 

Designed for quick activation of video-monitoring points with access to continuous power or powered by iCAM-Battery

Without the camera – main unit for connecting any IP camera

Ready to use video monitoring sets – main unit with cameras

 iCAM-PowerHD  

4G / LTE rapid deployment cameras for OPERATIONAL tasks 

powered by a removable lithium battery with a capacity of up to 68Ah
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5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
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price list valid since 02.04.2021

5.13 1081

iCAM-PowerHD

X4 LTE

(with PTZ camera) 

POWERED FROM BUILT-IN BATTERY OR 12V DC

Rapid deployment LTE video monitoring system with its own 

built-in high-capacity battery for 3 days of continuous work, with 

PTZ camera.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-PowerHD BACK

* Camera – YES (PTZ with x4 zoom)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-PowerHD BACK (1080).

Camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.05 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.01 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x4, night 

lightning IR – NO, h.264, lens: 2.8~12 mm motozoom, AWB, ATW, AGC, BLC, HLC, 3D DNR, DWDR. 

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 110m, observation: 45m, recognition: 22m, identification: 10m.

Working time: up to 72h or up to 144h with additional CAM-Battery

The set includes: iCAM-PowerHD BACK, PTZ camera, LI-Ion charger, 128GB SD card, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment 

socket x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          5 300 € 

5.14 1082

iCAM-PowerHD

X30 IR150 LTE

(with PTZ camera)

POWERED FROM BUILT-IN BATTERY OR 12V DC

Rapid deployment LTE video monitoring system with its own 

built-in high-capacity battery for 2 days of continuous work.

Key features:

* as in iCAM-PowerHD BACK

* Camera – YES (PTZ  x30 / 300m zoom, IR 150m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: identical to iCAM-PowerHD BACK (1080).

Camera parameters: 2Mpix, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x30 (300m), night 

lightning IR 150m, h.265+, remotely adjustable lens: 4.5~135mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, 

Defog, intelligent image analysis (IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection, object appearence / 

disappearence, registration of the largest traffic (heat map).

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1862m, oservation: 744m, recognition: 372m, identification: 186m.

Working time: 48h or 96h with additional iCAM-Battery.

The set includes: iCAM-PowerHD BACK, PTZ camera, LI-Ion charger, 128GB SD card, antennas, GE-Mobile II – rapid deployment 

socket x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM          5 633 € 

5.15 1128

Solar+ (iCAM) Option to power iCAM from solar power

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* CaseCAM-PRO

* iCAM-Tower

Recommended solar power systems for iCAM cameras:

* iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M15W68J light (nr index 7713) 

* iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M25W68J light ( nr index 7712)

* iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M15W100AZ (nr index 7711)

* iCAM-Solar365 MOBILE M25W100AZ (nr index 7710)

* Any system from the iCAM-Solar365 series

C             127 € 

5.16 1370

iWirelessPIR-500M Wireless PIR motion detector with a radio range of 500m NLOS, 

causing the camera to invade the detection area

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* CaseCAM-PRO

* iCAM-Tower

Parameters: Detection range 12m/120°, 3.6V battery powered for 6 months, outdoor IP65, 500m radio range (NLOS), 1000m 

radio range (LOS), steel structure resistant to impacts and secured with a lock, tamper notification about disassembly / opening.

The set includes: PIR sensor x1, radio receiver with Normally Open output x1.

D2             543 € 

5.17 1150

MEG-25 set Megaphone for automatic audio warnings and online messages 

from the operator

Available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* Maximal power 25W

* Outdoor use (IP65, -20°)

* Weight: 3kg

* Mounting for iCAM cameras
C             630 € 

5.18 1151

LED-20W set Light LED warning halogen for  cameras

Set of two halogens with mount for iCAM cameras

Available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* 12V DC

* Maximal power 2x20W (equivalent of 2x100W)

* Outdoor use (IP65, -20°)

* Weight: 2x 700g

* Mounting for iCAM cameras
C             263 € 

5.19 1100

iCAM-Adapter

00 64

Available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I i II

Mounting adapter for any cameras, eg Bosch, Novus, Axis, UNV, Avigilon, etc.

Adapter for mounting IP PTZ cameras with hanging pipe fitting. The set includes an adapter for mounting PTZ cameras of various 

brands. Ask the CAMSAT technical department for details and compatibility. -

Individual pricing.

  Depends on the

camera brand and 

model

Ready to use video monitoring sets – main unit with cameras

Options

Extending the functionality of rapid deployment cameras



C Accessories

iCAM Cameras
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5. Price list of rapid deployment cameras PRO designed for 

city monitoring and City Guards/Police.

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

5.20 1101

RemoteControl

00 43

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

* iCAM-Tower

* CaseCAM-PRO

Radio remote controller for iCAM systems

Radio remote control for remote turning off / on the camera with a range of 10 m. It allows to significantly extend the battery 

operation time by turning it off during the period of non-use. The option includes an RC remote control and a control module.

   

C             227 € 

5.21 1102

iMount-Triplex

00 60

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for up to three fixed cameras

The adapter allows the installation of three fixed cameras on devices from the iCAM series. Ask the CAMSAT technicians for details 

and compatibility. C             187 € 

5.22 1103

iMount-Duplex

00 61

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for 1 PTZ camera and 2 fixed cameras

The adapter allows the installation of 1 PTZ camera and 2 fixed cameras on the iCAM series devices. Ask the CAMSAT technicians 

for details and compatibility.
C             187 € 

5.23 1104

GeoSecurity

00 29

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Camera GPS geolocation with zone exit notification system

GPS geo location + SMS / Email notification system for disassembly or theft. The system allows you to inform the user, eg if the 

camera leaves the assembly zone (works via LTE). C             327 € 

5.24 1105

Lock

00 31

Available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Lock, padlock to protect the camera from unauthorized disassembly

C                19 € 

5.25 1106

StandBy

00 42

Available with:

* iCAM-PowerHD

Standby mode activated by SMS

Special battery saving mode in the camera activated by SMS (extends the battery operation time significantly). The order is issues 

by sending SMS. - individual pricing

5.26 1107

RALcolor

00 49

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

iCAM in selected color

Camera in the selected color of the RAL palette. Manufacturing technique: powder coating. Delivery time +14 days.

   

- individual pricing

5.27 1108

Wi-Fi

00 24

Available with:

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I

Wi-Fi 2.4GHz for iCAM and iConstruction-CAM cameras, 2.4GHz, 50m range

Wireless WiFi transmission for wireless system configuration. It enables: viewing, controlling, browsing and downloading the archive 

and system management.

   

C             127 € 

5.28 1109

Rec2T

00 20

Available with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

Special 2T memory for the iCAM-MobileHD II mobile camera.

It provides continuous recording of HD video content up to 90 days of recordings.

   

C             184 € 

5.31 1112

iCAM-Magnetic 

STAND

00 62

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Magnetic tripod for the roof of the car

A powerful magnetic tripod for mobile cameras from the iCAM and iConstruction series. A magnetic stand designed for mounting on 

the roof of a car.
iCAM          1 153 € 

5.32 1113

iCAM-Battery

00 27

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

* Any IP PoE camera

External battery module (Li-ION)

External, lightweight battery IP66 adapted to supply mobile camera systems from the series:

• iCAM-MobileHD II – increases the battery operation time by 200% (from 24-32h)

• iCAM-PowerHD – increases the battery operation time by 100% (from 48 -140h)

• iCAM-MiniHD – allows battery operation of the iCAM-MiniHD system for 24-72h continuous operation

iCAM          1 660 € 

Accessories

 for rapid deployment cameras
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5.33 1114

iCAM-Battery230 

00 63

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

* Any IP PoE camera

iCAM-Battery230 - External battery module (Li-ION) with automatic charging eg from a 230V street lamp

An additional battery module that allows you to extend the work by 100% or the standard camera operation time x2. In addition, it 

can be automatically charged from the 230V street lamp in a very short time. Thanks to the iCAM-Battery230 module, iCAM-

MobileHD II rapid deployment camera will work 14-18 hours without external power source. iCAM          1 993 € 

5.34 1129

iCAM-Cage Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

* any CCTV camera

Protection cage designed for CCTV cameras and cameras from the iCAM and iConstruction-CAM series

Vandal-resistant construction made of galvanized steel, with a quick mounting system on a pole or wall.

Weight: 2.5kg, dimensions: 486x493x706 [mm]
C             297 € 

5.35 1115

iCAM-BOX

00 48

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Strong transport box for mobile systems: iCAM and iConstruction with foam filling.

It enables safe transport and storage of mobile cameras.

Dimensions: 60x50x35 [cm]

Other dimensions available on request.
C             427 € 

5.36 1116

Gniazdo GE-Mobile 

II

00 52

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

The universal iCAM II rapid deployment camera quick connector socket. Can be screwed to the wall or attached to the 

80—160mm pole using steel bands

Quick coupler socket for mounting a rapid deploymen camera on a pole or wall. The installation of several such sockets in the city 

area enables very fast moving and installation of iCAM cameras in a new location
C                97 € 

5.37 1117

iCAM-TVRec

00 26

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Online HDMI receiver for 4 iCAM cameras

Receiver for viewing 4 images from iCAM cameras or iConstructionCAM on the TV via the Internet. In addition, it allows you to 

record video images, control PTZ cameras, online preview in HD and many other options.

Included: iCAM-TVRec, power supply x 1 pcs

iCAM             327 € 

5.38 1118

PTZ-Keyboard

00 50

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Keyboard controlling the PTZ camera

PTZ control keyboard with 3D joystick for iCAM cameras.

   

- individual pricing

5.39 1119

PTZ-

Keyboard/Video

00 51

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD I and II

Keyboard controlling the PTZ camera, with video screen

PTZ control keyboard with 3D joystick for iCAM cameras, with screen for the video.
- individual pricing

5.40 1120

iCAM-AKU22

00 53

Compatible with:

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-Battery230

A lightweight Li-ION battery for powering the iCAM-MobileHD I and II system

Specjalny, lekki akumulator o czasie pracy do 12-16h i przeznaczony do pracy w temperaturach ujemnych -30°C +55°C.  

Specjalistyczny akumulator o możliwości ładowania w temperaturach ujemnych -20°C +55°C. Żywotność ponad 5000 cykli 

ładowania przy spadku pojemności do 80%. Akumulator szybkowymienny w systemach iCAM-MobileHD oraz iCAM-MobileHD II

C             453 € 

5.41 1121

iCAM-AKU64

00 54

Compatible with:

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-Battery

A light Li-ION battery for powering iCAM-PowerHD and iCAM-Battery.

A special, light battery with up to 72h of working time and designed to work in temperatures

-10°C to + 55°C. Charging temperature 0° C + 55° C. Quick-change battery in iCAM-PowerHD and iCAM-Battery systems.
C             967 € 
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